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inaugurated that separate kingdom, the establishment of which
it was his commission to prevent
The only Rajpoot chiefs of note with whom the Mohumme-
dans are known to have come into contact during this period,
are the Ra of Soreth and his vassal, Mokherajee Gohil Joona-
gurh resisted the Moslem attack, and though Peerum was
destroyed, and its founder slam, the power of the Gohil clan
was unbroken , Gogo and the rest of their territories remained
in their possession, and a younger branch had sufficient influence
to render itself paramount in the hdls of Rajpeepla
We have observed the measure of success which attended
the steps taken by the sultans to effect the completion of the
conquest of Goozerat The Ras of Soreth and the Rawuls
of Champaner were dethroned by Mahmood Begurra, the
Rows of Eedur, however, successfully defended then* indepen-
dence against reiterated attacks, and Chowras, Jhalas, Gohils,
and others maintained possession of their lands Nor were
they only the great Hindoo land-holders who thus preserved
their existence, for in every part of the country the hereditary
Rajpoot estates constituted no small portion of the lands of
each district
The following is the general account given by the Mohumme-
dan author of Meerat Ahmudee ' The whole of the zumeen-
' dars in the time of Sultan Ahmed Goozeratee erected the head
1 of rebellion and disturbance They were, however, punished,
' and driven from their retreats, and the servants of the king
 *	were established in every place    In consequence of being
 *	thus completely dispossessed of their habitations, that band of
'unbelievers, being hopeless, began to infest the roads and
' villages with their depredations    Anarchy increased, con-
' fusion prevailed, the decay of cultivation became visible, and
' the ryots were distressed   Those whose duty it was to advise,
 *	in their foresight put an end to these calamities, and exacted
 *	from the zumeendar of every village security to discontinue
' his opposition   Three parts of the land of each village, under
*the denomination of 'Tulput,' were acknowledged as the
'property of the king, and one portion was given to the
 *	zumeendars, under the denomination of * Wanta,' and they
*were engaged to furnish guards and protection to their own

